Junior Angular Developer

Job Description:
This job opportunity is to become a development member of a Startup Product Team. Product scope is a kind of search engine for the Internet. A developer will participate in all software application lifecycle sub-processes including analysis, specification, design, implementation, testing, release, and related activities. A developer will also perform research and implementation of advanced concepts, technologies.

Location:
Prague/Home office

Education/Experience:
Bachelor's or higher in Engineering, Computer Science, or related Discipline.

Required Skills and Abilities:
- 0-2 years of experience in software engineering or related experience
- At a minimum basic knowledge of Angular
- Advantage an experience with Express, SSR, RxJS, NgRx
- Excellent communication skills; interpersonal skills and written skills
- Ability to work independently and as a team member, as required
- English

Technologies:
Angular 8+, Express/SSR, RxJS, NgRx, Node.js, NoSQL, Docker, Artificial Intelligence

We offer:
- A part-time job at the beginning
- A dynamic working environment of Startup
- Home office
- A permanent job from a long-term perspective

Contact:
recruitment@xtra-software.com